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INTRODUCTION 

THE F'MERGENCE OF 

THE TRANSPERSONAL 

PERSPEClXVE 

We are wbat we tbink. 
All tbat we are & witb our thgbts. 
Witb olrr thougbts we make tbe world. 

THE BUDDHA' 

In recent years it has become apparent that our traditional assumptions 
and thinking about who and what we are and u-hat we can become may 
not have been generous enough. Evidence from a wide range of disci- 
plines - psychological and nonpsychological, traditional and non- 
traditional, Western and non-Western-suggests that wemay have under- 
estimated the human potential for psychological growth and well-being. 
hluch of this new data is inconsistent with our traditional psychological 
models, and transpersonal psychology arose in response to these inconsis- 
tencies in an anempt to integrate suggestions of gra ter  human capacity 
into the mainstream of the Western behavioral and mental health d i i -  
plines. 

DEFINING TRANSPERSONAL PSYCHOLOGY 

Transpersonal psychology thus aims at expanding the field:of psychologi- 
cal inquiry to include areas of human experience and behavior associated 
with extreme health and well-being. As such it draws on both Western 
science and Eastern wisdom in an attempt to integrate howledge from 
both traditions concerned with the fulfillment of human potentials. Ics 
areas of interest extend widely, and the JoumI of T r v m l  Pgcbology. 
first published in 1969, defines itselfas being concerned with "thepublica- 



tion of theoretical and applied research, empirical papers, articles and 
studies in transpersonal process, values and states, unitive consciousness. 
metaneeds, peak experiences, ecstasy, mystical experience, being, es- 
sence, bliss, awe, wonder, transcendenceof self.. . . the theories and prac- 
tices of meditation, spiritual paths, compassion, transpersonal coopera- 
tion, transpersonal realization and actualization and related concepts, ex- 
periences, and activities." 

The term traqmom! was adopted after considerable deliberation to 
reflect the reports of people practicing various consciousness disciplines 
who spoke of experiences of an extension of identity beyond both indi- 
viduality and personality. Thus transpersonal psychology cannot strictly 
becalled a model of personality because personality is considered only one 
aspect of our Dsvchol*cal nature; rather it is an inquiry into the essential - 
&re of beiAi 

Definine transuersonal psychology and therapy is difficult because 
0 . . 

transpersonal experiences are essentially altered st& and this raises the 
problems of state dependency and cross-state communication. Since defin- 
itions, like models, can be constricting, it is useful to consider those for 
transpersonal as still in evolution rather than complete. With 
these caveats in mind, the following definitions are offered. 

T r o ~ l ~ r b o l o g y  is concerned with expanding the field of psychological 
inquiry to include the study of optimal psychological health and udl-being. 
It rcmpizcs the ptcntial for experiencing a broad range of states of con- 
sciousnss, in some of which identity may extend beyond the usual limits of 
the egq and personality. 

T~mpmmnl ~ryrborbn~1py includes traditional areas and ooncems, ad- 
ding to thew an interest in  facilitating growth and au,arcnm beyond tradi- 
tionally r q n i z c d  levels of health. The importance of modifving consciouc 
ness and the validity of transcendental experience and identity is affirmed. 

With the introduction of a variety of consciousness altering 
technologies, an increasing number of people, including mental health 
professionals, are beginning to have a range of transpersonal experiences. 
Stanislav Grof has provided a useful definition of transpersonal expe- 
riences as those involving an expansion of consciousness w o n d  custom- 
ary %o boundaries and beyond the ordinary limitations of time and space. 
In his research with LSD psychotherapy, Grof noted that all his subjects 
eventually transcended the psychodynamic level and entered transper- 
sonal realms. This potential may also kachieved without chemicals. 
either spontaneously, by practicing various consciousness disciplines - 
e.g., meditation and yoga-or in advanced psychotherapy. It seems there- 
fore that such experiences represent an essential aspect of human nature 
that must be taken intoaccount in any psychological theory that attempts 
to delineate a model of the whole person. This book attempts to provide 
the major features of such a model. By way of introduction, the following 

paragraphs will examine the nature of models and psycholugies. the evolu- 
tion of Western psychology and the emergence of the transpersonal per- 
spective, and the factors that have facilirated this emergence. 

THE NATURE OF MODEM 

Models are symbolic representations that describe the major features or 
dimensions of the phenomena they represent. As such they are extremely 
useful in breaking complex phenomena down into simpler and more read- 
ily comprehensible representations. 

However, models come with certain prices attached to them. In recent 
years there has been an increasing awareness of the power of models and 
beliefs to shape perception. Especially when they are implicit, assumed, 
or unquestioned, models come to function as self-fullilling, self-prophetic 
organizers of experience that modify perception. suggest areas of inquiry. 
shape investigation. and determine the interpretation of data and expe- 
rience. The self-fulfilling, self-prophetic nature of this process indicates 
that modcls are self-validating. That  is, their effecc; on perception and 
interpretation argue for their own validity, they shape perception in self- 
consistent ways. In other words, everything that we perceive tends to tell 
us that our models and beliefs are correct. But the greatest danger of this 
effect lies in the fact that most of it operates unconsciously. These factors 
are particularly important for our present discussion because all 
psychologies are models. 

PSYCHOLOGES AS MODEL8 

All psychologies are based on explicit or implicit models of human nature. 
Specific psychologies arise from the recognition and emphasis of specific 
areas or dimensions of this nature and tend to selectively perceive and 
interpret all behavior and experience from that perspective. For example, 
psychoanalysis and behavior modification hold very different views on the 
determination of behavior. For the psychoanalyst intrapsychic forces are 
the important determinants, whereas behaviorists emphasize the role of 
reinforcement from the environment. 

As discussed above. any model tends to be self-validating, but this 
effect is magnified in psychological models due to the complex nature of 
the determination of behavior. Any behavior is overdetermined, that is, it 
is the result or end product of many different factors. Conversely any 
particular factor of motivation tends to enter into the determination of 
most or all behaviors. Thus anyone who searches for a particular motiva- 
tion is likely to find it. For example, the Freudian analyst looking for 
sexual libido as the prime motivator, the Adlerian analyst searching for 
superiority strivings, and the behaviorist examining for environmental 
reinforcers, are all likely to be successful in their search. 



Problems arise, hourever, when clinicians and researehers assume 
that finding the postulated motivator or  factor provides exclusive support 
for their particular model. Such assumptions ignore the overdetermined 

--  

complexity and richness of behavior and thus lose sight of alternate in- 
terpretations and models. Moreover, phenomena that lie outside the scope 
of the model will tend to be either excluded from consideration or misin- 
terpreted. Thus for example, psychoanalysis does not entertain the possi- 
bility of transcendent states of consciousness and hence has tended to 
interpret these from its own perspective as being pathological ego regres- 
sions of near psychotic proportions. Thus, mystical experiences have been 
interpreted as "neurotic regressions to union with the breast,'- ecstatic 
states viewed as "narassistic neurosis.'- and enlightenment dismissed as 
regrrssion to intrauterine ~ t a g e s . ~  

Usually different psychological models have been seen as necessarily 
antagonistic and much heat has been generated by proponents of particu- 
lar models arguing that theirs was the only m e  way. However, a broader 
perspective sugests that at least some models may be complementary,L 
and we might hope that a sufficiently broad and unbiased view might 
encompass and integrate many of the major models. 

The  trampersonal model, therefore, is not necessarily expected to re- 
place or challenge the validity of earlier ones but rather to set them within 
an expanded context of human nature. For example, since transpersonal 
psychology recognizes a broad hierarchical organization of motives, in- 
cluding commonly recognized ones such as sex and superiority strivings. 
the Freudian and Adlerian models may be seen as appropriate to specific 
levels of the hierarchy ofmotives. Similarly much of the psychodynamic 
wisdom about defenses is not necessarily abrogated by the recognition that 
defenses may exist only in conjunction with spffific ego states. Rather, 
the psychodynamic formulations can now be seen as appropriate to spe- 
afic  states rather than as universal. With this in mind let us now examine 
the evolution of the major Western psychological models. 

THE EVOLVIlON OF WESTERN PSYCROLOCY AND lTXE 
EMFXGENCE OF mm TRANSPERBONAL PERSPECIWE 

Transpersonal psychology emerged in the sixties in response to a concern 
that the previous major models, the first three forces of Western psychol- 
ogy - behaviorism, psychoanalysis, and humanistic psychology - had 
been limited in their recognition of the upper reaches of psychological 
development. A growing number of mental health professionals felt that 
both behaviorism and psychoanalysis were limited in being derived 
largely from s tudis  ofpsychopathology, in attempting to generalize from 
simple to more complex systems, in adopting a reductionistic approach to 
human nature, and in ignoring certain areas, concerns, and data relevant 

to a full study of human nature, such as values, will, consciousness, and 
seeking for self-actualization and self-transcendence. I t  was also felt that 
this neglect was sometimes accompanied by inappropriately reductionistic 
and pathologizing interpretations. 

Indeed, the psychoanalytic perspective effectively made it impossible 
to consider or detect any health-oriented or health-motivated behavior 
except inasmuch as it represented a defense, or  at the very best a com- 
promise, with basic destructive forces. Thus, motivations and behaviors 
aimed toward self-actualization and self-transcendence, and even the px- 
sibility of attaining such goals, could not be accorded validity even though 
non-Western psychologies contained detailed descriptions of them. Simi- 
larly, such models allowed only for psychotherapy that essentially aimed 
at adjustment and did not include work at self-actualizing or self- 
transcending levels. As Gordon Allport noted, "We have on the psychol- 
ogy of liberation-nothing.'" In fact, Freud's collected works contain over 
four hundred references to neurosis and none to health. Thus it was 
argued that while the behavioral and psychoanalytical models made major 
wnmbutions, they also resulted in certain limitations for psychology and 
our concepts of human nature. 

In the early sixties, humanistic psychology emerged in response to 
these concerns. It took as its major focus those areas that were uniquely 
human and particularly those aspects associated with health rather than 
pathology. For example, humanistic psychologists initiated studies of 
self-actualization and of those individuals who seemed to have matured 
furthest in these dimensions. Their concern with the whole person at- 
tempted to avoid compamnentalized views that reduced the human expe- 
rience to mechanistic terms and lost the essence of both humanity and 
experience. Humanistic models recognized the drive toward self- 
actualization and explored ways in which this could be fostered in indi- 
viduals, groups, and organizations. From this emerged the so-called 
human potential movement with its interest in actualizing the newly rec- 
ognized potentials for development and well-being. Many humanistic 
ideas were incorporated in the evolving edge of a sizable wunterculture 
and gained a considerable popular acceptance. 

As more data became available on the farther reaches of well-being. 
the absence of relevant guidelines in traditional Western psychology be- 
came even more apparent. Indeed, the humanistic model itself began to 
show gaps and even the 'concept of self-actualization proved unable to 
encompass the newly recognized farther reaches of experience. 

Toward the end of his life. Abraham Maslow, one of the major 
pioneers in humanistic psychology, called attention to possibilities beyond 
self-actualization in which the individual transcended the customary limits 
of identity and experience In 1968 he concluded that, "I consider 
Humanistic, Third Force Psycholcgy, to be transitional, a preparation for 



tion of theoretical and applied research, empirical papers, articles and 
studies in transpersonal process, values and states, unitive consciousness. 
metanesds, peak experiences, ecstasy, mystical experience. being,.. es- 
sence, bliss, awe, wonder, transcendence of self.. . . the theoris and prac- 
tices of meditation, spiritual paths, compassion, transpersonal coopera- 
tion, transpersonal realization and actualization and related concepts, ex- - 
perlence,%da?tivities."- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  - -- -- - - - - . 

The term tranrpmrmol was adopted after mnsidenble deliberation to 
reflect the reports of people practicing various consciousness disciplines 
who spoke of experiences of an extension of identity beyond both indi- 
viduality and personality. Thus transpersonal psychology cannot strictly 
be called a model of personality because personality' is considered only one 
aspect of our psychological nature; rather it is an inquiry into the essential 
nature of being. 

Defining transpersonal psycholgy and therapy is difficult because 
transpersonal experiences are essentially altered states and this raises the 
problems of state dependency and cross-state communication. Since defin- 
itions, like models. can be constricting, it is useful to consider those for 
transpersonal psychology as still in evolution rather than complete. With 
these caveats in mind, the following definitions are offered. 

Trampmonnlpyddqy is con&cd with expanding the field of psychologial 
inquiry to indude rhe swdy of optimal psychologiul health and well-being. 
It recognizes the pormrial for experiencing a broad range of states of con- 
sciwsnas, in some of which identity may exrend beyond the usual limits of 
the ego and personality. 

TrmprnoMI pycborkqy includa tradirional areas and conams, ad- 
diog to thae an  interest in fadlitating growth and awarenas beyond nadi- 
tionally rcmgnized levels of health. The imponance of modifying conscious- 
n s s  and the validity of uanscendenral experience and identity is affirmed. 

With the introduction of a variety' of consciousness altering 
technologies, an increasing number of people, including mental health 
professionals, are bqnn ing  to have a range of transpersonal experiences. 
Stanislav Grof has provided a useful definition of transpersonal expe- 
riences as those involving an expansion of consciousness beyond cusrom- 
ary ego boundaries and beyond the ordinary limitations of time and space. 
In his research with LSD psychotherapy. Crof noted that all his subjects 
eventually transcended the psychdynamic level and entered transper- 
sonal realms. This potential may also be.achieved without chemicals, 
either spontaneously, by practicing various consciousness discipline - 
e.g., meditation and yoga-or in advanced psychotherapy. It seems there- 
fore that such experiences represent an essential aspect of human nature 
that must be taken into account in any psychological theory that attempts 
to delineate a model of the whole person. This book attempts to provide 
the major features of such a model. By way of introduction, the folloaing 

paragraphs will examine the nature of models and psychologies, the wc 
tion of Western psychology and the emergence of the transpersonal [ 
spective, and the factors that have facilitated this emergence. 

THE NATURE OF MODEL8 

 models are symbolic representations thatdescribe the major - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
dimensions of the phenomena they represent. As such they are exmem 
useful in breaking complex phenomena down into simpler and more re 
ily comprehensible representations. 

However, models come with certain prices atrached to them. In rec 
yean there has been an increasing awareness of the power of models a 
beliefs to shape perception. Especially when they are implicit, assum 
or unquestioned, models come ro function as self-fulfilling, self-pmphc 
organizers of experience that modify perception, suggest areas of inqui 
shape investigation, and determine the interpretation of data and exj 
rience. The  self-fulfilling, self-prophetic nature of this process indica 
that models are self-validating. That is, their effects on perception a 
interpretation argue for their own validity, they shape perception in sc 
consistent ways. In other words, everything that we perceive tends to I 
us that our models and beliefs are mmect. But the greatest danger o f t  
effect lies in the fact that most of it operates unmnsciously. These fact, 
are particularly important for our present discussion because 
psychologies are models. 

P S Y C H O ~ I E S  A8 MODELB 

All psycholcgies are baed  on explicit or  implicit models of human nam. 
Specific psychologies arise from the reccgnition and emphasis of speci 
areas or dimensions of this narure and tend to selectively perceive a 
interpret all behavior and experience from that perspective. For examp 
psychoanalysis and behavior modification hold very different views on t 
determination of behavior. For the psychoanalyst intrapsychic forces s 
the important determinants. whereas behaviorists emphasize the role 
reinforcement from the environment. 

As discussed above, any model tends to be self-validating, but tl 
effect is magnified in psychological models due to the complex nature 
the determination of behavior. Any behavior is overdetermined, that is, 
is the result or ind product of many different factors. Conversely a1 
particular factor of motivation tends to enter into the detmination 
most or all behaviors. Thus anyone who searches for a particular motiv 
tion is likely to find it. For example, the Freudian analyst looking fm 
sexual libido as the prime motivator, the Adlerian analyst searching 6 
superiority strivings, and the behaviorist examining for environment 
reinforcers, are all likely to be successful in their search. 



a still "higher" Fourth psychology, manspersonal, transhuman, centered 
in the cosmos rather than in human needs and interest, going beyond 
humanness, identity, self-actualization, and the like."5 -.. 

Thus the humanistic model also revealed its limitations for encom- 
passing the continously broadening span of recognized human experience 
and potential. It should be noted that this recognition of limitations in - -  ~ - 
mdel s  represents.a-necessary and desirable phase-in-their evolution.that - ~ - ~ . 
involves the continued recognition of the limits and biases of current 
models and their replacement by more comprehensive ones. Yesterday's 
model becomes a component of today's, what was context becomes con- 
tent. and what was the whole set becomes an element or  subset of the 
larger set. Furthermore, the new model is not all-encompassing. but hope- 
fully a more accurate and comprehensive picture of the reality it attempts 
to describe. Unfortunately, with time we usually come to believeour own 
models rather than remembering that they are only approximate maps. 
and becomeattached to our models and resist their replacement, thereby 
slou.ing the evolutionary process. 

Thus the transpersonal model presented in this book incorporates b 

areas beyond the usual views of behaviorism, psychoanalysis, and 
humanistic psychology. However, this transpersonal model is not "the 
Truth," but only a larger though necessarily still k i t e d ,  picture that in 
its turn will presumably be replaced by even more comprehensive models. t 

FAClWRS FACILITATING THE EBlERGENCE OF 
TRANSPERSOYAL P S Y C H O ~ Y  

In addition to the desire to complement and expand existing psychological i 
models, several other factors facilitated the emergence of transpersonal 

i 

psychology. Someof theseoccurred within thecultureat large. Theinitial 
recognition of the inadequacy of the materialistic dream led some people 

I 

I 
to begin to look within for the source of satisfaction that external svivings 
had failed to provide. This shift resulted in the human potential move- 
ment, which nudged mental health practitioners to reassess their concepts 
of health and motivation. 

The widespread use of psychedelics and consciousness altering tech- 
I 
t 

niaues such as meditation also had a major impact. Suddenly, large num- i 
beis of people found themselves having extraordinarily pou7erful expe- 
riences of a range of states of consciousness quite outside the realm of daily 
living or of anything previously recognized by Western psycholw. For 
some these included transcendental experiences, which historically had 
occurred only as rare, short-lived, spontaneous events, or wen more 
rarely as gradual shifts in awareness among individuals who devoted major 
ponions of their life to contemplative, meditative. or  religous disciplines. 
Suddenly, what had for cenmries appeared to Westerners as mystical. 

arcane, nonsensical, or even nonexistent became overwhelmingly real and 
sometimes central to the lives of a sizable minority. - 

Many such individuals developed compelling insights into the possi- 
ble validity and importance of cenain non-Western psychologies and reli- 
gions. As theoretical understanding of altered states of consciousness 
wolved, it was gradually recognized that these uaditions represented 

- technologies designed.forthe.induction of higher states of consciousness. - - 
It gradually became apparent that the capacity for transcendent states, 
which could be interpreted either religiously or psychologically as one 
chose, and the deep insights into self and one's relationship to the world 
that accompanied them, lay latent within us all. 

For some individuals, the possibility of realizing an enduring state of 
being such as that glimpsed in moments of deep meditation or described 
by various non-Western disciplines proved a compelling attraction. Since 
just such an enduring state was the goal of the non-Western consciousness 
disciplines, increasing numbers of the most unlikely candidates began 
such practices. Many of them, who would have scoffed a t  the idea only a 
few years previously, found themselves sining in meditation, practicing 
yoga. or studying texts that had previously been the preserve of Eastern 
mystics or an occasional Western intellectual philosopher or student of 
religion. The  number of people involved in such practices continues to 
increase and has now extended into the millions in the United States 
alone. 

Those not involved u,ith such experiences sometimes reacted with 
bewilderment, mncem, and judgment. Talk of altered states of con- 
sciousness, mystical unity. deep insight into the nature of being, expan- 
sion of identity beyond the ego and personality, may make little sense to 
one with no similar experience. One response has been to dismiss these 
experiences as nonsense at best or psychopathology at worst..This is a 
classical example of the difficulty of describing altered states to those.with 
no experience of them. Communication across states of consciousness is a 
complex task limited by several factors. Unlss  these limitations are a p  
preciated. the naive response is to dismiss such reports as nonsensical or  
path~logical.~ 

Empirical research has gradually provided support and legitimization 
for m a i n  claims about statedependent and related phenomena. Both 
animal and human studies have validated the concept of altered states of 
consciousness and the unique properties of learning and communication 
that go with them. 

Biofeedback has demonstrated the possibility of voluntary control of 
parts of the nervous system and body long thought to be automatic, e.g., 
heart rate, blood pressure, gasao-intestinal activity, and hormone secre- 
tion. interestingly enough, Eastern yogis for m t u r i e s  had daimed to be 
able to do  just this, but their claims had been dismissed as impossible by 



Western scientists whose theories and ~ n a l  experienee denied &is 
possibility. This is an interesting example of a recurrent theme; namely 
char claims forcaaacitis beyond ouroun currently recognized limits tend 

- 
. .~ . .~ 

to be dismissed as deceptive. 
Studies of meditation have also been supprtive. Although still in an 

. .  . early-stage. research lends prdiminary suppn to ancient claims that 
meditation can &ana  psydiol$icbl developmenr; m d i ~ p h y s i d o g i a l  - - 
(including brain) p m s e s ,  and induce a ranF  of altered states.' 

All of these factors have led to a mewed interst in the anpirical 
investigation of consciousness. This is a relatively recent developmtnr in 
Wcnern psychology, for although William James laid the groundviork for 
a psycholcgy of consciousness at the rum of the cennrl)., there followed a 
period of some f i  years during which Western psyrhology shunncd 
anything suggesrive of introspection in an effort to secure its r ec~gni t i a  as 
one of the objective hard sciences. Seen from one contemporary pcrspec- 
rive "Psychology is primarily the sc ima  of conscioumess. 1s researchers 
deal with consciousness dirarly when possible and indirectly, thmugh the 
m d y  of physiolog). and behavior, when necxsxry.- in recent yeas  a 
gradual shift seems to be accurring toward a more balanced position that 
acknowledge both the importance of consciousness and the difticulties 
Westm Gtnce facts in &searching it directly. 

Another supportive research area is, smngely enou&, modern 
physics. In r-t years she physicist's picture of the w r l d  has undergone 
a shift so radicat and far-reaching in its implications as to shake the vety 
foundations of science. For the reality w e a l d ,  especially at &u! sub- 
aramic level, is SO paradaxi~al as to deFy description in nsditional re- 
and thcorics and to a l l  into quesdon some of the most fundamental as- 
sumptions of Western science and philosophy. Traditional descriptions 
were largely based on Greek philosophial concepts, .and described-the 
universe as atomistic, divisible, staric. and nonrelativistic. These descrip- 
tions are being sopplementcd by models thar acknowledge a holinic, indi- 
visible, inrercnnncrd, dynamic, relativistic realir). inseparable from. and 
a function of, the consciousness of the observer.@ 

Though these findings do not fit at all with our usual pictures Or 

reality, they are strikingly reminiscent of descriptions given r w r e d i y  
across centuries and cultures by advanred pnctirioners of the conxious- 
ness disciplines. Indeed, physicists thmsdves have suggested that some 
discoveries can be viewed as a rediscover). of ancienr wisdom. 

Thc general noricns abour human undemanding.. . which src illusiratd by 
digovmics in atomic physics are not in the naNmofbknp wholly uniarnili;u. 
wholly unhrard of, or ncw. Evm inour own culture they have a h i r r o ~ ,  and 

"-AAh;a and Hindu thought a more considerable and crnml plae. What 
-l:c-,icn and cncimragrmrnt, and a rdinement of 

-oppr%mrriO 

For a parallel to the Ism of atomic theory [we must turn] to those kinds of 
cpisranologial problems with which alrrady thinkws l ik the Buddhz and 
Lao Tzu have been confronted. when trying to harmonize our position as 
spmamn and a m  in the great drama of eriumcc. -B&" 

Sometimes it is difficult to decide whether descriptions of this reality 
arc excerpted from textbooks of physics or the consciousness disciplines. 
Compare, for example,-the description of space-time by the Buddhist-- 
master Suzuki, with that first intraduced intophysia by Hermann Min- 
kowski in 1908: 

We look amund and p c m i v t  that.. .way o b j j  is related to every otha 
objaet . . .not oniy spatially but temporally.. . .As a fact of purc cxpcrimec. 
there is no space withwt rime, no time wirhout spa% rhcy are inter- 
pmeuaung. -,&&" 

n e  vicwsbf spaoand time whidr 1 wish to lay bdore you have sprung h m  
the soil of aperimenu1 p h y 5 ~ .  and therein lies rhcir stmgh. Thcy are 
mdiul. Hencdonh space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade 
BWay into rnacshsdow~, and only a kind of union ofthc wouill pmmean 
indcpendenr raliy. - M i ~ ~ ' 5  

At the most fundamental and sensitive levels of modern sciencc, the 
emerging p imre  of reality raembles the most fundamental picture re- 
vealed by rhe wnsciousncss disciplines. 

?his is not to say that the t w ~  disciplines are describing the same 
phenomena or that they have converged.'' However, what is apparent is 
that a cutting edge of modern science is pointing to an underlying view of 
mliry that parallels in certaili ways thc reality said by the consciousness 
disciplines to be revealed whenever our usual perceptual distotrions are 
removed. Transpersonal psychology is interested in srudying the nature of 
these distortions and the nature of self and reality revedej by their 
removal. 
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WIDER VISION: NEW 

PARADIGMS FOR OLD 

Pryection maker perception. Tbe w I d  you see is wbat you gave 
it, notbing more tban tbat. . . . It  is tbe witnm to your state 4 
mind, tbe outsiukpicture of an inword condition. As a man 
tbinketb, so does be perckve. Tberqcore, seek not to cbange tbe 
world, but cbom to cbange your mind about tbe w l d .  

ANONYMOUS' 

Every point of view rests on certain assumptions about the nature of 
reality. When this is recognized, assumptions function as hypotheses; 
when it is forgotten, they function as beliefs. Clusters of hypotheses create 
models or theories, and clusters of theories constitute paradigms. 

A paradigm is a kind of general theory of such scope that it is capable 
of encompassing or providing a context for most of the known phenomena 
in its field.z For example, the theory that planets revolve around the sun is 
an example of a paradigm that guides astronomy. Any scientific theory or  
paradigm is supposedly continually accessible to modification or refuta- 
tion. However, when theories are successful they tend eventually to be 
taken for granted. These "normative paradigms'" then become implicit 
unquestioned conceptual frameworks and filters that supply the "natural 
and sensible" way of looking at things. For example, before the Coperni- 
can revolution, the idea that thcsun moved around the earth was unques- 
tioned and was thought of a s  fact rather than theory or interpretation. 
Similarly, we tend to forget that the modern paradigm that the planets 
revolve around the sun is also only a theory or  interpretation. 

Once a paradigm becomes implicit, it acquires a tremendous yet 
unrecognized power over its adherents, who become believes.' In 


